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Effective Thermal Conductivity
lMethod for Predicting Spent
Nuckar l?ueI Cladding
Temperatures in a Dry Fill Gas

By Robe~tBahney,
Frunmmme Cogema Fuel~

Framatorne Ccgema Fuels km b~n active for
more than five years in [he Department of
Energy’s program tc manage radioamive
wasle, particularly its disposal in a geolcgic
repository. Recently, a significant milestone
was reachec!in the development cf a reliable
methodology for the prediction of peak spent
nuclear fuel (SNF) cladding ternperanxes
within the waste disposal package, The
effective thermal conductivitjj method,
cicscribed below, provides a bencknadced
process for estimating claddicg [empemures
arid includes consideration of various fuel
assembly designs and container fifi gases.
Whiie the methodolo~ was originally
developed for the theMla.1 amdysis Gf

conceptual waste package designs emplaced in
the potential repository at Yucca Mctmtti,
the methodology also applies to the tkrmal
analysis of dry SNZFin any container. such as
for SNF storage or transportation<

Maximum temperature ii.mitatiom for
transportation, storage, and dispcsal of
commeimiai SNF have been established to
maintain the integrity of the fuel rods by
prevmtkg creep mpmre failure. To receive a
Nuckar Regulatory Cmnmission (NRC)
license for any SNTFcontainer, calculations
must ‘be performed demonstrating adequate
:knowledge of the tem-peratu.resand physicrd
performance of the irradiated assemblies
within tie ccntainer, Three methods, as
described below, are available [o esti,rnate
ciadding temperatures inside a storage,
transporWion, or disposal container with a ciq
fiil gas,
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MThe fmt and most involved metho ‘is m

explicitly model ‘Aecontainer and eve.y fuel
rod in every assembly within it. This model
would directly consider the internal fill gas
convection and conduction and a .mati-ix of

radiation view factors between the rOCIS,
However, the fill gas cocvectioa would be
dependent upoE orientation of the contaiaer
and the assem-blies with respect to both tilt
and angle and would be very difficult to
quantify. This is especially difficult if the
assembly spacer grids are included in the
analysis. This detailed method is costly due to
je~u~ and computational time and does not
len~ itself to pararne”tic design evahation
where detail is desired in the container
stmcmes and LXXin each individual assesnbly.

The second method employs the Wooton-
E@tein correlation :.0 estimate the peak

cladding temperature based on uhe highest
steady state ternpemture in the SNF basket
s~~Jc~, ‘Since tie 1960s, the Wooton-
E@.n cmrdation has been the primary tool
of trans;ortationkmrage vendors as it
simplifks the amlysis and has been previously
accepted by Ae NRC. In a tontine.r thermal
analysis using Wocton-Epstein, the SNF
assemblies are modeled OKIQJas an edge heat
flux to the basket structure. Then, ‘he
Wooton-Epstein correlation is used ta
estimate the miimu~, steady state spent fuel
cladding temperature. This method is
consideti obmlete as it re@res lengthy and
tnukiple calculations, does not easily address
*mansientbehavior of tiie SNJTand baske~, does
not easily pfxiict the effects of differential
lca&g of the canister, and may adversely
affect basket proFJes by forcing constant SNF
assembly suti~ce heat flux rates, Given
design time requirements, this m-ietbodusually
forces the designer to use consenuttive
bounding approaches to the amdysis which
tend to over-design the final product. Finally,
the Wootcm-Epstein correlation was
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developed as an empirical fit m experimental
data generated in 1963 using a single
assembly array (17x18) in air with assembly
axial power distribution neglected.

The third method of estimating peak cladding
temperatures is to prepare a finite element or
finite difference model of the SNF assembly
volume as a smeared solid with UnifOITII

idernd volumetric heat generation as pti of
the entire SNF container model (see figure
above), Instead of explicitly modeling the
W/F rods, smeared (distributed) properties for
a homogeneous assembly are assumed in the

container model that will estimate the
combined radiation and gaseous transpt of
heat from the assembly rods to the basket
structure. Assembly volume effective therrmd
conductivit.ies cm be defined to simulate the
temperature drop Wross PWR and BWR

assemblies in various fill environments. This
methodology has been utilized, in a limited
manner, for the General Atomics truck casks,
for the Nuclear Assurance Corporation
Storable Transport Casks, and by the nationtd
laboratories which have been previously
tasked by the NRC to verify vendor
calculations.

The key to accurate S3Wcladding temperature
predictions using the effective thermal
conductivity method lies in determining the
proper conductivity to assume within the
assembly volume. Assembly temperatu
distributions are a function of the assembly
type, tthe assembly decay heat, and tie
container basket wall temperature, The basket
temperature not only Spec%es dw
environment temperature for the assembly, but
alSO impacts what portion of the decay heat is
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transferred by thermal radiation (dependent on
the fourth power of absolute temperature).
That is, the higher the tempxatures within the
assembly, the more heat flows by thermal
radiation compared to conduction and
convection, Radiation heat transfer introduces
nonli.nearities into the otherwise linear heat
transfer calculation. Therefore, any calculated
effective thermal conductivity will be highly
temperature-dependent (and non-linear) and
cannot be specified by just one value for a
given assembly type,

To determine appropriate effective therrmd
conductivities for PWR and BWR assemblies,
detailed thermal models (see figure above) of
typical fueI assemblies were developed using
the t4NSYS fxniteelement code including both
gaseous heat transport and themal radiation
(that is, we used the f~st method described
above to develop the third). Evaluating ~
variety of spent fuel chamcteristics,

geometries, and
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temperamre levels,
&mperatuxeand heat-load dependent effeccve
thermal conductivities for homogeneous
“smeared” assemblies were derived. The
analysis includ~ PWR array sizes ranging
from 14x14 to 17x17, and BWR sizes from
7x7 to 9x9 both with and without the channels
present. Most importantly, effective +Ammal
conductivities were deve!oped for different fill
gases (environments) including heIiurn,
nitrogen, argon, and vacuum. Helium, a
typical dry storage fill gas, possesses
significantly different heat transfer
characteristics compared to air which was the ,
only fill environment consid&d by the
Wooton-Epstein coamlation.

As expected, the effective thermal
conductiviries were found to be highly
temperature dependent; however, there was
little dependence on the assembly heat load.
For a 14x14 PWR assembly with hehsm



fiIl gas, calculated effective thermal The @ective th?wl C03ducti~iQ

conductivities ranged from 0.41 W/m-K at a methodology was developed by Robeti

25 “C basket temperature to 1.41 W/m’K at Bduzey, Tom Lutz, Ud Torn Doering of
400”C. A complete range of conductivities Franmtome C’ogemaFuels.
were developed to allow for the thermal
‘knalysisof several SNF tisembly types in any
typical container fill gas.

The use of the calculated effective thermal
conductivity method was compared to several
previous applications using alternate
methodologies and to actmd testing of SNF
storage casks perfumed at Idaho National
Engine&ng Laboratory (lNEL). The effective
thermai conductivities developed were found
to provide a best estimate of cladding
temperatures within an SNF container,
Benchmark calculations using the effective
thenrud conductivity methodology to predict
assembly temperatures within the DEL test
storage casks closely matched the
experiment” data and post-test calculations
performed by Pacific Northwest Laboratory.
Further, the effective thermal conductivities
were found to be consistent with single-point
values previously published by storage cask
vendors.

TIE methodology not only advances the,
repositorywade package de~ign effort, but is
also a valuable tool for the transportation and
storage CM industxy.The effective tierm~ ,,
corlductivitis provi& a method for predicting
(with a high level of cdkience) a best
estimate of peak cladding tempemtures for
SNF assemblies in a dry fill envimninen~ The
more accurate representation of SNF
temperatures with this methodology will
replace the bounding consematism .of
crnpirieal appm-ons which can COIIStrahl
container design and limit the capacity of
potential design concepts.
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